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SUBJECT: WHITBY CONSERVATION AREA CHARACTER
APPRAISAL, MANAGEMENT PROPOSALS AND BOUNDARY
REVIEW – RESULTS OF CONSULTATIONS
RECOMMENDATION (S):
It is recommended that
(a)

The Whitby Conservation Area boundaries be extended to that shown in the
map appended as Annex 1 to this report.

(b)

The Character Appraisal and Management Proposals for the Whitby
Conservation Area be adopted subject to inclusions of changes as outlined in
annex 2 to this report plus addition of Planning Policy Context Update 2013 as
at Annex 3

(c)

A programme of further detailed reviews be established, in consultation with
consultees, to address key areas of future work as identified in annex 2.

(d)

That an annual report be received by Planning and Development Committee
on any further work undertaken.

(e)

That further considerations be given to, and consultations be undertaken on,
additional Recommended Management Policies and the principle of an Article
4(2) Direction being served, controlling installation of Solar PV and Solar
Thermal installations, on properties with prominent roofs within key views of

Whitby Abbey, the Abbey Headland and the East and West sides of Whitby
Harbour.

REASON FOR RECOMMENDATION (S):
Whitby has previously been recognised as having special architectural and historic
qualities, which it is desirable to preserve or enhance, and which resulted in the
designation of a Conservation Area in 1973. There has been no subsequent formal
Character Appraisal of the whole area or review of the boundaries since that date.
The Character Appraisal and Management Proposals assess the key characteristics
of Whitby and its setting and recommends policies to ensure the qualities of the area
are so preserved. Some of the results of consultations in early 2013 on draft
documents are being incorporated in the current documents. The comments
received confirm the larger area now outlined as having special architectural and
historic qualities but some other areas require additional investigation.
At 93.02 Hectares (230 Acres) Whitby is already a very large Conservation Area and
although the appraisal is based on previous Conservation Area Partnership bid
documents much more detailed work is needed in relation to its historic
development, archaeological significance, setting and to details and formatting within
some of the 11 Character Areas identified. This does not prevent the current
documents from being adopted and this is in line with the original expectations that
more detailed appraisals would be adopted in due course. Any additional detail will
be updated and formally approved by the Service Head, Cabinet Member Decision
or brought back to this committee where necessary.
Whitby Abbey, The Abbey Headland and the tumbling roofscapes on east and west
sides of the River Esk are Iconic elements of Whitby’s character yet permitted
development rights under Parts 40 and 43 of the GDPO allow the introduction of
Solar PV and Solar Thermal renewable installations to roofs of both private
residential and commercial properties. Many of these properties are prominent from
key viewpoints highlighted in the appraisal but also popular with visitors and
photographers. The dark colour and reflective nature of such panels will be very
intrusive, particularly against clay pantile roofs and even a small number could
significantly harm the character, appearance and significance of the Conservation
Area.

HIGHLIGHTED RISKS:
Failure to adopt the Whitby Character Appraisal and Management Proposals and its
recommendations could result in development proposals coming forward which may
adversely affect the character and appearance of the area and detract from it.
Failure to adopt the Whitby Character Appraisal and Management Proposals and its
recommendations could result in failure to meet Local Performance Target FP2 to
prepare and maintain current Conservation Area Character Appraisal and
Management Proposals.

Failure to consult upon and serve an Article 4(2) direction could result in Solar PV
and Solar Thermal development being installed under permitted development rights
which will adversely affect the character and appearance of the Conservation Area.

1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Report HPlg/06/144 considered by the then Development and Regulation
Committee in August 2006, set out the requirements of Best Value
Performance Indicator 219B to carry out formal appraisals of Conservation
Areas and for the adoption of those appraisals as policy. In carrying out a
Conservation Area Appraisal it is necessary to review the boundary of the
Conservation Area and to look at the wider area in which it is set. Report
HRP/08/26 in 2008 set a programme for future reviews. NB; Best Value
Performance Indicator 219B now replaced by Local Performance Target FP2.

1.2

Since August 2006 reviews of Weaponness, Scalby, Seamer, Falsgrave,
Snainton, Dean Road/Manor Road Cemetery, Sandsend, Filey, Brompton,
Wykeham and Ruston have been carried out in that order and new or
enlarged Conservation Areas are now formally designated (228 Hectares /
563 Acres in total). Progress against the 2008 programme has slipped
although the Whitby appraisal is presented here, the appraisal of Scarborough
Conservation Area has also commenced and smaller, simpler Conservation
Areas have been appraised to maintain a target of two appraisals /
designations per year.

1.3

Report HPM/13/62 on 28 February 2013 recommended consultations with the
public, Town Council, Civic Society and other interested parties on draft
Character Appraisal and Management Proposals (All viewable on Council
Web Site). The area of Whitby which was appraised was larger than the
existing area currently having Conservation Area designation in order that the
boundaries may be reviewed and the setting of the heritage asset considered.
Many helpful and considered comments have been received which are
summarised in Annex 2 with the new extended boundary as recommended in
Annex 1. The recommended boundary increases its area form 93 Hectares
(230 Acres) to 120 Hectares (296.5 Acres)

2.

CORPORATE OBJECTIVES AND THE COMMUNITY PLAN

2.1

The Conservation Area legislation helps deliver the following corporate aims
in the Corporate Plan 2011 - 2016:
Aim 4:

2.2

Quality Environments, particularly 4.3 Enhancing our natural and
built environment.

The character appraisal helps deliver the following aims in the Sustainable
Community Strategy for the Borough of Scarborough 2010-2013:
1.2:

A high quality built and natural environment that people can take pride
in.

4.4

Harmonious communities and participation in decision making

2.3

In addition the review of conservation areas and the development of
management policies to preserve and enhance their environments contributes
to place making.

3.

BACKGROUND AND ISSUES

3.1

The current Character Appraisal and Management Proposals are unchanged
from the draft and remains on the Council’s web site with an explanatory note.
It comprises a series of annexes in addition to the main document. Which
contain 7 associated maps, 11 character area maps and a technical annex
with 7 sets of background data. If adopted the informative note will be updated
and an additional map included showing the formally adopted boundary.

3.2

Section 69 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act
1990 imposes a duty on Local Planning Authorities to designate as
‘Conservation Areas’ any areas of special architectural or historic interest. It
also imposes a duty to review these areas ‘from time to time’. The appraisal
of the area which has been carried out is therefore part of that process.

3.3

The preparation of both the Character Appraisal and the Management Plan
has been carried out in accordance with guidance on the preparation, layout
and content of such documents issued by English Heritage and the Historic
Towns Forum. Account has also been taken of the policy set out paragraph
127 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) which states:“When considering the designation of conservation areas, local planning
authorities should ensure that an area justifies such status because of its
special architectural or historic interest, and that the concept of conservation
is not devalued through the designation of areas that lack special interest.”

3.4

National policy and guidance is however under review and the current position
as at December 2013 is outlined in Annex 3. This and any subsequent
changes would be taken into account during any future works undertaken.

3.5

The issues as they affect such a large Conservation Area are considerable in
both number and detail. Those assessed below are ordered with regards to
the order of the various documents produced to date:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Character Appraisal – General issues
Character Areas
Management Proposals
Conservation Area boundary additions
Conservation Area boundary deletion
Future Monitoring and Review
Technical Annex

4.

CONSULTATION

4.1

Extensive internal, external and public consultation has been carried out
because public engagement in the Conservation Area appraisal and review
process is encouraged. Whitby & District Civic Society themselves
participated in the assessment of items of street furniture and presentations
have been given by your officers to both the Town Council and Whitby &
District Civic Society. Many comments have been received from the Town
Council, Whitby & District Civic Society, Whitby Literary and Philosophical
Society, English Heritage and the NYCC Archaeologist. In addition several
residents within and outside of the area of the draft appraisal have submitted
comments. These are summarised in Annex 2 but the main concerns raised
have been over the removal of areas and omission of other potential areas for
inclusion.

5.

ASSESSMENT
Character Appraisal – General issues

5.1

The Character Appraisal covers such issues as the historical development of
the area, character analysis and the definition of special interest which is
broken down as use, quality of the buildings, building materials, local details,
negative factors, neutral factors and potential development sites. This is
supplemented by 19 Appraisal Maps;
1
2
3
4.
5
6
7
8-18
19

5.2

Existing area designations – statutory and non statutory
Existing designations – buildings and trees
Town development – generalised age zones
Age of buildings
Character Areas
Historic landscape characterisation areas
Shop front qualities
Character Appraisal maps – One map for each of 11 areas
Proposed Conservation Area Boundary

A number of minor errors have been identified to be updated along with
additional comments as outlined in annex 2. Significant omissions have
however been identified in relation to absence of maps of Building Materials,
Strategic Viewpoints, Historical Development Maps and Street Furniture /
Special Features locations. Additional detail on Trees, Archaeology and
Roofscapes have also been suggested as areas for future investigation. A
review of Listed Building descriptions and addresses has in addition already
been commenced by Whitby Town Council.
Character Areas

5.3

Clear differences of character can be seen between the different parts of
Whitby and 11 Character Areas are defined and described, each with its own
detailed plan;

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
5.4

The Abbey Headland
The Historic Core - East side of harbour
Church Street south from Grape Lane
Commercial Centre of the Town - West side of harbour
Georgian development - St Hilda’s Terrace and Bagdale
Victorian West Cliff
Prospect Hill / Down Dinner Hill / Airy Hill Manor
Fishburn Park (To be renamed Esk Terrace / Windsor Terrace)
Pavilion and surroundings
Spital Bridge & Whitehall
Harbour and associated land

More emphasis is suggested should be given to Whitby Yards and Baxtergate
(subject to a recent English Heritage funded study), Area 11 was also very
brief yet the Harbour is a major element in Whitby’s character and is to be
rewritten to highlight hidden features, many of archaeological significance.
Map 11 originally only included the upper harbour and is also to be redrawn
This will then include the various piers which are such iconic and distinctive
features of Whitby. Such amendments will be subject to additional
consultations, particularly with the Council’s Engineers and Harbour Master.
Management Proposals

5.5

The Management Proposals are developed in response to the issues
highlighted in the character appraisal and crucially set out a series of Issues
and Recommended Management Policies. The scope of some have been
expanded (highlighted below in brackets) and now include:1
Enlarged conservation Area boundaries
2 & 3 Non Designated historic assets (formerly named Local Interest
Buildings / Buildings of Townscape Merit) – including a general
presumption against demolition.
4
Design and Access Statements
5
Opportunity sites (including Alfleda Terrace, The Crescent and
Endeavour Wharf)
6
Materials and design details
7 & 8 Extensions and minor alterations
9
Shopfronts (and signage)
10
Boundary walls and Railings (plus retaining walls and barriers)
11
Street furniture (and signage)
12
Negative spaces (including the Hospital and Tin Ghaut Car Park)
13
Beneficial Reuse / restoration.
14&15 Trees
16
Article 4(2) Direction
17
Window replacement / enhancement
18
Railway Station Conservation Plan
19
Improvements to Yards
20
Archaeological; issues

Public consultations are supportive of these Management Proposals and
additional issues have been identified with recommendations for additional
Management Policies over:21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
(16A)
5.6

Wider landscape and historic settings – Key Views
Abbey Headland Conservation Plan
Whitby Hospital Site
Alfleda Terrace
The Crescent (Hudson Estate / West Cliff)
Endeavour Wharf
Specialist ground engineering reports to harbour perimeter sites
Garden development
Tin Ghaut Car Park
Article 4A direction on Solar PV and Solar Thermal on roofs

Some work is already being undertaken by English Heritage in relation to the
Abbey Headland Conservation Plan. This is however only in relation to that
part within English Heritages’ Stewardship. The original Abbey Headland
Conservation Plan therefore needs to be endorsed within the appraisal and a
policy towards subsequent changes developed.
(16A) Article 4(2) Direction on Solar PV and Solar Thermal on roofs

5.7

Whilst some survey work has been carried and further surveys are being
undertaken by consultees the service of Article 4(2) Directions can only be
undertaken by the Local Planning Authority. RMP16 controls small scale
domestic alterations and extensions but not Solar PV or Solar Thermal
installations on roofs. This is because of recent permitted development
relaxations by the Government.

5.8

Whilst some properties are suitable for such installations with minimal impact
many roofs in Whitby are visible from above and for long distances on both
sides of the harbour. Installations particularly on pantile roofs within view of
the Abbey, Abbey Headland and East and West sides of Whitby Harbour
could be particularly intrusive. Both sides of Whitby have a number of key
views, often the subject of iconic photographs, which would be harmed by the
addition of such dark coloured and reflective installations. These could
adversely affect the character and appearance of the Conservation Area.

5.9

To implement the extension of Article 4(2) Directions, under an amended
management policy RMP 16(A), it is recommended that consultations be
immediately undertaken preparatory to such an Article 4(2) Direction being
served. This does not prohibit entirely such installations but allows
alternatives to be considered along with formal consideration of a planning
application for such works.
Conservation Area boundary additions

5.10

Assessment of the boundaries of the Conservation Area identified certain
areas which it considered desirable to include in the Conservation Area.

Having regard to comments received these additions can now be confirmed
as:1. The area around the Spa and the gardens on the cliff top but only to the
line of the Cliff Lift and to exclude the footprint of the original 1848
development scheme by George Hudson until further consultations with
landowners undertaken. (Character Area 6)
2. Downdinner Hill / Arundel Place / Southend Gardens area to include Airy
Hill Manor but not properties south of Hanover Cottage or on Mayfield
Road. (Character Area 7). Whilst the east side of Prospect Hill is of
reasonably consistent character on the west side above Hanover cottage
several post war dwellings interrupt such a unity and some of the
characterful buildings have been rendered or otherwise altered.
3. The Esk and Windsor Terraces area including the former engine shed but
not the other properties on Fishburn Park. (Character Area 8) as few
properties in Fishburn Park survive unaltered and better examples of bylaw housing exist in many other Towns and Cities.
4. The Spital Bridge and Whithall areas (Character Area 10) but not Spital
Beck / Cala Beck / California Beck This is an open space with no historic
buildings but is outside of development limits. (The area along the beck
could potentially be covered by a local green spaces policy.
5. Fields on Abbey Plain up to and including the drystone walls on Green
Lane (Character Area 1)
Your officers also consider more detailed studies be considered for the
Fishburn Park / Bog Hall area, Prospect Hill / Mayfield Road / Upper Baudbys
and River Esk inland to the Viaduct
5.11

The designation of additional parts of Character Areas 1, 8 and 9 recognises
the ‘amphitheatre’ created by the estuary when viewed from the high level
road bridge and its importance to the setting of Abbey Plain and its group of
grade I listed building (one of the most important groups in the country). This
is also important to the wider setting of the historic town, is addressed by
Recommended Management Policy 21 and is identified as an area for further
investigation.
Conservation Area boundary deletion – No deletions now proposed

5.12

It was also originally recommended that some areas be removed from the
Conservation Area designation. Having regard to comments received these
deletions are now not to be implemented. The justification for their retention
can be summarised as:1. The hospital site (Character Area 4A) is prominent on the skyline from
many locations, including the Abbey Plain and Pannett Park. and English
Heritage suggest that the option of designating this area a “Negative Area”

should be considered. “The Management Plan could then include area
specific policies to control the nature and form of any replacement
development within the area, to enhance or better reveal the overall
significance of the Conservation Area”. Recommended Management
Policy 22 is now suggested.
2. The other out of character modern buildings comprising the police station,
telephone exchange and the library, which if excluded, would similarly
leave a hole in the Conservation Area but can also be designated as
“negative sites or buildings”. Policies for Opportunity sites (RMP5) and
Negative Spaces (RMP12) can cover any redevelopment proposals here.
Bobbies Bank and the more recent development which includes 28-34
Windsor Terrace are however in character with Whitby and should be
retained.
3. The previously proposed boundary excluding gardens of the relatively new
development on Pannett Way and Meadow Fields Court would remove
significant trees on the skyline when viewed from Pannett Park and the
footpath from Spring Hill.
4. The small area on St Hilda’s Gardens is an interesting survival of second
world war pre-fabs which have been refurbished or redeveloped with small
scale bungalows with their own distinctive character. These can be
described in more detail under a new Character Area 6A. The omission of
the Fire Station and PO Sorting Office on Crescent Avenue would, if
omitted, leave a significant hole in the Crescent Avenue frontage but
policies for Opportunity sites (RMP5) and Negative Spaces (RMP12) can
cover any redevelopment proposals.
Future Monitoring and Review
5.13

Whilst future monitoring and review was identified in the appraisal it is clear
that Whitby and the present documents need much more detailed
consideration than just reliance on the standard five years review Local
Performance Target FP2. A series of extra areas are therefore identified for
further investigation in association with a number of consultees who have
offered to assist in these matters. This will then allow the appropriate
consultations with any residents or property owners likely to be affected.
Those identified in Annex 2 include;
1

Western extent of Spa Pavilion and Victorian West Cliff Character
Areas 9 and 6, ie, sufficient area to allow for future completion of The
Crescent (Hudson Estate) plus possible inclusion of West Cliff Primary
School.

2

Northern and Southern extent of Prospect Hill / DownDinner Hill / Airy
Hill Character Area 7,

3

Bagdale and adjoining Waterstead Lane properties

4

Exact boundary of Hospital site and whether to include boundary walls,
trees and properties on Spring Hill Terrace.

5

Area between the New Bridge and the Railway Viaduct plus Cemetery
and Larpool Hall require further investigation although they are
divorced from the Town.

6

Properties along The Ropery particularly in respect of identification of
properties to be subject to Article 4(2) Directions.

7

Public consultations over additional Recommended Management
Policies (RMP21 to RMP30)

8

Review Map1 re archaeological significance plus plotting of reclaimed
land such as the line of the harbour and river which has changed
several times with much remaining buried, for example under Station
Square and St Annes Staith.

9

Other aspects such as a possible separate section in Whitby Yards,
more within the Archaeological Section with Map based on latest
findings and National Guidance. Street Furniture Guidance, Correction
of errors in Listed Building Details (Town Council preparing list) and
identification of Modern Local Interest Buildings (Now Non Designated
Heritage Assets in National Planning Policy Framework Guidance)

It is also recommended that an annual report be received by Planning and
Development Committee on any such further work undertaken.
Technical Annex
5.14

The Technical Annex comprises much of the background information
assessed during the appraisal and covers several sections :-.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Listed buildings
Local Interest buildings
Archaeological records from Historic Environment Register
Historic Landscape Characterisation Record
Survey of street furniture and other features
Shop front survey
Recommended panelled doors and shop fronts colours (BS 4800)

A number of useful comments have been received which have allowed errors
to be rectified. The most significant area for investigation is completion of the
maps and photographs to compliment Survey of street furniture and other
features. Much work on these has already been completed by the Whitby
Civic Society and there is scope for additional work on Roof and Wall Building
Materials, Traditional / Historic / Special Surfaces and Historic Street Lighting
or Quality / Traditional Designs.

Conclusion
5.15

The character appraisal for Whitby has reinforced and enhanced the Council’s
understanding that this is an area with special characteristics which it is
desirable to preserve. In other words, it is an area of Special Architectural or
Historical Interest which is worthy of preservation or enhancement and
therefore meets the criteria for Conservation Area designation and
requirements of the National Planning Policy Framework. The Management
Proposals and this report therefore recommends that not only should the
present Conservation Area continue to be so designated but that it should
also be extended in a number of other places.

5.16

The appraisal also recognised that there are a number of issues to be
addressed including sites where possible development would enhance the
area, additional key areas of investigative work plus additional management
policies over Whitby’s wider landscape and historic setting, Abbey Headland
Conservation Plan, Whitby Hospital Site, Alfleda Terrace, The Crescent
(Hudson Estate / West Cliff), Endeavour Wharf, Specialist ground engineering
reports to harbour perimeter sites, Garden development and Tin Ghaut Car
Park.

5.17

To implement the extension of Article 4(2) Directions, under an amended
management policy RMP 16, consultations be undertaken preparatory to such
an Article 4(2) Direction being served controlling installation of Solar PV
Renewables. This would be specifically on properties with prominent roofs
within key views of Whitby Abbey, the Abbey Headland and the East and
West sides of Whitby Harbour, where the visual impact of Whitby roofscapes
are most significant.

6.

IMPLICATIONS
(a)

6.1

The issues addressed in this report are within the Borough Council’s existing
policies, such as those contained in the Local Plan and within Central
Government Guidance.
(b)

6.2

Risk

These are set out under highlighted risks and the attached matrix.
(d)

6.4

Financial

There are no specific financial issues.
(c)

6.3

Policy

Legal

The proposal in this report is consistent with the Council’s constitution and the
Town and Country Planning Legislation.

(e)
6.5

Environmental and Sustainable Development

The proposed action makes a positive contribution to environmental and
sustainable development. The retention and reuse of buildings is recognised
as being a more sustainable course of action than redevelopment.
(f)

Human Rights

6.6

All decisions relating to planning matters should comply with the requirements
of the Human Rights Act 1998 (HRA). Article 8 of the HRA relates to the right
to respect for privacy and family life home and correspondence. The
Convention Rights conferred by HRA are qualified and there are
circumstances when interference with them is justified, however, any
interference must be proportionate.

6.7

The consideration to authorise designation of a Conservation Area as inherent
policies by this Committee would be justifiable interference with landowners’
property rights under HRA given the need as described in the report to protect
the appearance and character of the area. This is proportionate as this is a
statutory tool identified through planning legislation to achieve the planning
purposes set out in the report.
(g)

6.8

Insufficient staff resources exist to undertake the full range of additional works
identified without impacting on other conservation priorities. Offers have been
made from some consultees to assist in these and subject to officer oversight
and subsequent consultations and formal approvals these are welcomed.
(h)

6.9

Staffing

Others

I have considered whether the following implications arise from this report and
am satisfied that there is no identified implication that will arise from this
decision:
Crime and Disorder
Health and Safety

7.

ACTION PLAN

7.1

Not applicable.

Andy Skelton
Director of Service Delivery

Author: Derek Green Conservation Officer, Regeneration & Planning Services
Telephone no: 01723 232468
E – mail address: derek.green@scarborough.gov.uk
Background Papers:
Annexes
1. Recommended Whitby Conservation Area Boundary
2. Results of public consultation and areas for future investigate / review
3. Character Area 11; Revised Map
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUERIES ABOUT THIS REPORT OR WISH TO INSPECT ANY
OF THE BACKGROUND PAPERS, PLEASE CONTACT DEREK GREEN ON 01723
232468 e-mail derek.green@scarborough.gov.uk

RISKS

Risk
Ref

Date

Risk

Consequences

1

07/02
/13

Failure to adopt the
character appraisal and
management proposals

Possible adverse impact upon
character of area

2

07/02
/13

Failure to adopt the new
Conservation Area
boundary

Demolition or alteration of
buildings with adverse impact
upon character of the area

3

16/10
/13

Failure to adopt the
character appraisal and
management proposals

4

21/11
/13

Failure to consult and
designate an Article 4(2)
order over Solar PV roof
installation.

Failure to meet targets for Local
Performance Target FP2 to
prepare and maintain current
Conservation Area Character
Appraisal and Management
Proposals.
Likely adverse impact upon
character of area

Service Unit
Manager/
Responsible
Officer

Current
Risk
Score

Target
Score

Care has been taken to compile
a clear and concise policy in
accordance with national
guidelines
Care has been taken to compile
a clear and concise policy in
accordance with national
guidelines
Adopt and undertake further
detailed work on issues raised
by consultees

A2

A2

Development
Manager

A3

A2

Development
Manager

B3

A2

Development
Manager

Consult promptly with
consultees and residents and
property owners likely to be
affected.

D4

A2

Development
Manager

Mitigation

Action Plan

Ensure
implementation
of adopted
policy
Ensure
implementation
of adopted
policy
Ensure
adoption before
April 2014 and
review annually

Consult and
designate by
end of May
2014

Glossary of Terms
Risk
Consequences
Mitigation
Current Risk Score
Corporate Objectives
Target Risk Score
Service Unit Manager
Action Plan

An event which may prevent the Council achieving its objectives
The outcome if the risk materialised
The processes and procedures that are in place to reduce the risk
The likelihood and impact score with the current mitigation measures in place
An assessment of the Corporate Objectives that are affected by the risk identified.
The likelihood and impact score that the Council is aiming to achieve
The Service Unit or Officer responsible for managing the risk
The proposed actions to be implemented in order to reduce the risk to the target score
Risk Scoring
5
4

Impact

3
2
1
A

B

C

D

E

Likelihood
Likelihood:
A = Very Low
B = Not Likely
C = Likely
D = Very Likely
E = Almost Certain

Impact
1 = Low
2 = Minor
3 = Medium
4 = Major
5= Disaster
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CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation

GENERAL ISSUES
Whitby Literary and
Philosophical Society

General

Whitby Literary and
Philosophical Society

General Town's
Setting

Whitby Literary and
Philosophical Society

General Poor
condition of
surfaces

English Heritage

General

English Heritage

Glossary

English Heritage

Article 4(2)
Directions

Congratulate the authors on the
comprehensive nature of the documents
prepared.
The town's setting, bounded by the cliffs
and hills which define the mouth of the
River Esk, is visually important for residents
and visitors without whom the economy
would collapse.
Poor condition of steps, pathways and
other paved surface not mentioned and
many are vital walkways. Insufficient weed
control, lifting setts and use of ashphalt or
tar infill where setts missing.
The Character Area section should
commence with a conservation area map
which identifies all the individual Character
Areas in diagrammatic form.
A glossary of architectural and technical
terms would aid in the understanding of the
document.
Key streets within the conservation area
would benefit from the Application of Article
4 Directions to protect and enhance
identified character and significance.

Annex 2 Page 1 -

Such thanks should go to Chris Hall, the
previous Conservation Officer.
Additional Recommended Management Policy
RMP21 to be determined following setting study.

They acknowledge that logistics possibly outside
scope of this document but issue is worth raising
in RMP19 and such concerns have been a
driver for past paving schemes, enhancements,
pedestrianisation and yard improvements.
To be added.

Copy of glossary requested from English
Heritage.
Most of West Cliff (Area 6) protected and more
recommended for Areas 2,3 and 4 (East and
West sides of Harbour) in relation to Solar PV
and Solar Thermal roof installations.

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Whitby Civic Society

General

Whitby Civic Society

General

Whitby Civic Society

General

Whitby Civic Society

General

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation
Whitby Civic Society recognise this
document as a valuable contribution to
form the basis for discussion of the
management of this area. We would be
grateful if you would provide Whitby Civic
Society with a copy of the final report to
include all maps.
Whitby Civic Society believe that the
conservation function has been handled
remarkably well with insufficient financial
and other support. Please confirm that
Scarborough Borough Council will place
sufficient resource into conservation in
Whitby to implement the final report in full
and in such a way as correct areas where
the council have been unable to enforce
existing rules e.g. windows and tree
replanting on faulted TPOs.
Whitby Civic Society would welcome the
opportunity to work with Scarborough
Borough Council and other relevant bodies
or groups to protect and enhance the town
of Whitby.
Comments from all contributors should be
added to SBC website for consideration by
all reviewers.
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Copy to be provided along with copy to Library
and Whitby Museum

At a time of financial constraint priorities have to
be established and Conservation and
Enforcement actions can only be implemented
within available resources.

Assistance welcomed and already
acknowledged over Street Features Survey.

This report and annex will be added to
Scarborough Borough Council Committees and
Conservation Areas web sites.

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Whitby Civic Society

General

Whitby Civic Society

General

Sandra Smith Esk
Terrace

General

Whitby Town Council

Street Furniture

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation
We note that all Councils have a duty within
the Conservation Area to protect or
enhance the character of the area. Please
include sections within the Conservation
Area Plan to reflect this with particular
reference to Yard and Street Lighting
The Conservation Area document should
not include any small pockets of properties.
The increasing popularity of Whitby has
brought several problems: A) increasing
number of second/holiday homes some left
empty and uncared for. B). More litter, dog
and bird fouling. C) Unnecessary signage
causing clutter. D). traffic pollution and
jams while looking for parking. E) Public
transport should be reviewed and the Park
& Ride scheme be installed.
Street furniture (tables, chairs, A frames)
are a major issue. There appears to be a
total lack of management, enforcement and
communication between both the Borough
and County Council as well as internally
between different departments. Key streets
affected include Bridge Street, Baxtergate,
Church Street, Golden Lion Bank, Grape
Lane, New Quay Street and Train Station
Area.
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To be added however street lighting is a County
Council function.

Noted.
Most beyond the scope of this document but
Park and Ride due to commence shortly..

Only poor street signage and signage around
the Railway Station are identified as negative
factors but other areas shall be now included
and RMP11 enlarged. Consideration to be given
to Pavement Café Design Guidance as in
Scarborough Town Centre.

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

General

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

General

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

General

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

General

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

General

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation
Excellent document, with a great deal of
very in-depth work, and author needs to be
congratulated on this.
How will this document be enforced by all
relevant agencies, as likely financial
constraints will outweigh any conservation
recommendations?
How will the various departments/changes
in staff be made aware of this document,
particularly in SBC and NYCC?
How will this Appraisal be revised updated
in the future – need involvement of local
community and key groups, with possible
training of voluntary organisations in
Conservation?
Lack of green space in most Category
areas.

Thanks due to Chris Hall

The document provides guidance for the public,
applicants, agents and othet agencies. It is a
material consideration in coming to decisions on
planning and other applications.
Made available on the Council's web site and
referred to in subsequent feedback and
consultation letters.
English Heritage guidance indicates review
within five years or less. With significant
community involvement annual updates
recommended.
Green space only contibutes where specifically
mentioned, particularly on the Abbey Plain and
at Pannett Park.

INTRODUCTION AND POLICY CONTEXT
Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Introduction

Whitby Town Council

Policy Context

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby

Policy Context

Page 5 – Why has the “Baxtergate, Whitby
Heritage Project – Historic Area
Assessment 2011/2012, carried out with
English Heritage funding not been referred
Revision dates need to be included on all
policies and guidance.
Page 7 – where are documents (E.12 –
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Although referred to on page 33 it is to be added
to list of references. Copies of two summary
reports were also submitted and key points are also
to be included in Area 4 text..

To be added.
Latest documents on Council website

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Town Councillor

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation
S.14) available for reference and can all
Policy and Guidance leaflets issued have
some form of document control, to ensure
the latest document is available e.g. date
issued, number of pages etc.

LOCATION AND SETTING
Liz Humble, Purcell
Architects

Abbey setting

Whitby Literary and
Philosophical Society

General Town's
Setting

Whitby Civic Society

Harbour
Location and
setting

Have recommended to English Heritage
that proposed extensions to Green Lane
should be welcomed and supported.
The town's setting, bounded by the cliffs
and hills which define the mouth of the
River Esk, is visually important for residents
and visitors without whom the economy
would collapse.
The Conservation area should be extended
to include the old viaduct and buildings
between the New Bridge and the viaduct.

Noted (Included in Draft Conservation Plan for
those parts of Abbey under English Heritage
Stewardship).
Additional Recommended Management Policy
RMP21 to be determined following setting study.

The archaeological content, archaeological
potential and significance of the
archaeology of Whitby could be more fully
explored and better integrated within the
main document rather than just within the
technical annex

Noted. Additional paragraphs to this effect will
be inserted here, within relevant character areas
and at RMP20 within the Management Plan

Divorced from study area with few buildings but
with archaeological interest. Separate area for
future investigation.

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
NYCC Historic
Environment Team
Leader

Archaeology
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CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Whitby Yards

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Good quality
new
Development

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation
Page 12 – would suggest adding in more
detail about the creation of the Whitby
Yards in this section to meet the explosion
in housing demands, perhaps by repeating
the relevant sections of the description on
page 23 under (v) The Yards, as this is also
relevant to other Character Areas.
Page 13 – perhaps we should start
identifying when the newer parts of Whitby
were developed, as these may become the
listings of the future, also there are some
very well designed houses/properties,
particularly on the West Cliff which have
already started to be lost (Moorlands Hotel)
or overdeveloped (many houses turned into
flats).

Area of future work to be investigated although it
is agreed that not enough emphasis is given to
the special and varied nature of the Yards.
Information about “grassed areas in yards being
left to allow the drying of fishing nets” to be
included .
Area of future work to be investigated.
Significant buildings can be identified locally as
"Non Designated Heritage Assets"

CHARACTER ANALYSIS
Sue Morton Landscape General
Painter
character

Several characteristics identified
• Chimneys form an essential part of the
town’s character.
• Glimpses of visual stops at the end of
narrow lanes/ginnels
• The rural/farming hinterland visible in all
viewpoints from the town
• Important buildings standing above and
surrounded by green spaces
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To be added.

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation

Whitby Civic Society

Character
Analysis

5.0. Whitby Civic Society recognise the
classification of the Character areas as a
valuable contribution to form the basis for
discussion of the management of this area.
Whitby Civic Society propose that the
whole of Whitby be classified as a
Conservation Area.

Whitby Civic Society

Character
Analysis

Whitby Civic Society

Character
Analysis

Whitby Civic Society

Character
Analysis

English Heritage

General

David Green Former
Area Planning Officer

New
development

All areas proposed for designation as
Conservation Areas should be adopted as
Conservation Areas.
Stronger policies and enforcement are
required to combat the poor quality of and
proliferation of street signs throughout
Whitby.
Stronger policies and enforcement are
required to ensure appropriate colours are
used on walls, windows, doors etc with the
list of permitted colours being made
available more freely including builder's
merchants etc..
Each individual Character Area section
should commence with a map, identifying
the specific area, within an overall map of
the conservation area, in diagrammatic
form.
Not aware that of any popular perception
that modern development has harmed the
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Not practical nor justified by the wide and
diverse characters which exist throughout the
wider town. Only areas of Special Architectural
or Historic Interest can be considered. Only
those which the Local Planning Authority
consider have a character and appearance
which is desirable to preserve or enhance shall
be designated
All to be adopted except for part of Prospect Hill
although this is to be investigated further.
Included in RMP9 however functions are split
between Scarborough Borough Council and
North Yorkshire County Council.
Included in Technical Annex 7 for Doors and
Shopfronts but to be investigated further.

To be added.

Whilst quality varies no specific developments
have been identified as causing great concern.

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation
character of the Conservation Area (p59).
There is little evidence of this and, in fact,
small scale schemes such as those in Back
St Hilda's Terrace, Cliff Street, Henrietta
Street, The Ropery and Abrahams Quay
(Church Street) have had a positive impact
on the town.

CHARACTER AREA 1: THE ABBEY HEADLAND
Whitby Civic Society

Character
Analysis

Liz Humble, Purcell
Architects

Abbey setting

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor
Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Character Area
1
Alfleda Terrace

The fields, being ridge and furrow in format,
bounded by Abbey Plain and Green Lane
should be included in the Character Area
for the Abbey.
Have recommended to English Heritage
that proposed extensions to Green Lane
should be welcomed and supported. (As
part of Draft Conservation Plan for those
parts of Abbey under English Heritage
Stewardship)
Extend area to include fields inside road
boundaries Abbey Lane/Green Lane
Page 20 – Negative Factors; recommend
including “Following demolition of the 4
cottages on Alfleda Terrace, this area
requires clearing, and if redevelopment
possible cottages need to match existing
development.”
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To be added.

Noted but reference to original Abbey Plain
Conservation Plan to be added as new policy
RMP 22..

To be added and include stone boundary walls.
Both options to be included in consultation with
owners on a new RMP24, either as an attractive
open space to retain a new key view to Harbour,
Fishburn Park and Hospital, or as design
guidance for a unified redevelopment.

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Sue Morton Landscape General
Painter
character

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation
General character includes its narrow
twisting footpaths and steps (eg Union
Road, the 199’s, Blackburn’s Yard etc)

To be added.

CHARACTER AREA 2: THE HISTORIC CORE, EAST SIDE OF THE HARBOUR
Sue Morton Landscape General
Painter
character

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

•

Alfleda
Terrace

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

•

Windows

Includes;
• The special character of the town’s
‘tumbling’ roofscapes emphasising the
town’s underlying topography.
• Narrow twisting footpaths and steps (eg
the 199 steps, Blackburn’s Yard etc)
• The tight-knit, cheek-by-jowl feel of
differing building ages and styles –
particularly in Church St, Grape Lane
(including jettied buildings) and
Henrietta Street.
•
• Page 20 – Negative Factors;
recommend including “Following
demolition of the 4 cottages on Alfleda
Terrace, this area requires clearing, and
if redevelopment possible cottages
need to match existing development.
• Page 25 – under windows - when did
the windows termed “Whitby composite
sash” change from “Yorkshire sliding
windows”?
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To be added.

Both options to be included in consultation with
owners on a new RMP24, either as an attractive
open space to retain a new key view to Harbour,
Fishburn Park and Hospital, or as design
guidance for a unified redevelopment.
No change but illustrations of both to be
included.

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

David Green Former
Area Planning Officer

Character Area
/ Issue

Comments made

Character Area
2 Tin Ghaut Car
Park

The Tin Ghaut Car Park destroyed the
sense of enclosure of Grape Lane at its
junction and should be prioritised for
improvement preferably by a partial
redevelopment (as 1979 Conservation Area
Study) or a combination of screen walls
and railings.

Officer comments / Recommendation
Extract from Council Programme and layout
submitted with frontage development to Grape
Lane along with retention of 26 / 27 parking
spaces to rear. Appears sound so identify in new
RMP29 and refer to Regeneration / Estates
Officers for investigation.

CHARACTER AREA 3: CHURCH STREET SOUTH FROM GRAPE LANE
Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Spital Vale

Should this area also take in the area up to
and including include Spital Vale - mainly
because of the green space included
(planned for a park area under
Groundworks "Action Eastside Action Plan
2013 - 2018".

No change but see comments on Character
Area 10; Spital Bridge and Whitehall.

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Orientation

Page 28 – Should the Character Area 3 read
“Church Street south from Green Lane” not
“Grape Lane”.

Orientation correct

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Street Furniture

Page 30 – The picture under Street
To be added.
Furniture – is this “Horse Road”, if so could
this be added to the description at the side?
Includes;
To be added.
• The special character of the town’s
‘tumbling’ roofscapes emphasising the
town’s underlying topography.
• The tight-knit, cheek-by-jowl feel of
differing building ages and styles –

Sue Morton Landscape General
Painter
character (Area
3)
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CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation
particularly in Church St.

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Ropery

Can we add in perhaps under “Grain” – a
clearer description for The Ropery? “The
Ropery was originally a rope manufacturing
building that has given this road its straight
and long definition”.

To be added.

CHARACTER AREA 4: COMMERCIAL CENTRE, WEST SIDE THE HARBOUR
English Heritage

Character Area
4

Sue Morton Landscape General
Painter
character

It was noted that shop fronts and signage
along Baxtergate were often of poor quality,
and there may be a case for promoting
improvement and/or appropriate
replacement through a targeted grant
scheme.
Includes;
• The special character of the town’s
‘tumbling’ roofscapes emphasising the
town’s underlying topography.
• The tight-knit, cheek-by-jowl feel of
differing building ages and styles and
also in some of the alleys leading off
Flowergate and Skinner Street
• Baxtergate hides some very old
development of character in the yards
behind the street.
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Highlight the concern but no likely Scarborough
Borough Council funds available at the moment.
Funding may be possible at some future date
through the York Potash Foundation.

To be added.

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor
Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Character Area
4
Local Interest
Buildings

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Baxtergate

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation
include Sub Area 4A

See below

Page 33/34 – would suggest adding
reasons for including buildings under
section headed Quality of the Buildings
listed as Local Interest Buildings, e.g;
• The Angel Hotel – part of which is an
early coaching inn 1595, and at the rear
of the building is St. Hilda’s Hall, on the
fourth floor behind and now part of the
property of the Angel Hotel, which was
opened in June 1855.
• 6-7 Pier Road – formerly bath
house/library.
• Wall remnants outside Angel Inn on
Brunswick Road, possibly from fort/gate
house to town
Page 34 - I would also like to see the
Baxtergate Heritage Report comment as
follows inserted under “Qualities of the
Buildings as I feel it is very relevant to this
area “Despite the high proportion of listed
buildings in this area, the public perception
is that this is a relatively modern shopping
area and transport interchange with little
historic interest in comparison to other
areas of Whitby.”

Local Interest Buildings to be renamed "Non
Designated Historic Assets" as referred to in
NPPF - See also Technical Annex 2.
• Historical details to be added where verified.
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To be added.

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Character Area
/ Issue

Comments made

Railway Station

Page 39 – should this include the line to
the viaduct, as again this is an iconic
bridge, with a major viewpoint over Whitby,
also listed building Weighing Machine
House – in ruinous state between
railway/river (does it fit in this area?)

Officer comments / Recommendation
Trackside features included in Area 8 but further
investigations required before any additional
designations as part of a wider study.

CHARACTER AREA 4A: POST 1970 DEVELOPMENT
English Heritage

Character Area
4A

Whitby Literary and
Philosophical Society

Character Area
4A Spring Hill,
Hospital etc

We would suggest that the option of
designating this area a “Negative Area”
should be considered. The Management
Plan could then include area specific
policies to control the nature and form of
any replacement development within the
area, to enhance or better reveal the
overall significance of the conservation
area.
Removal understandable as the buildings
are considered to have no architectural
importance at the moment however the site
is very important in relation to the town as a
whole. The buildings are visible from much
of the town and harbours, especially from
the Abbey Headland. The Hospital is even
more dominant in the view from the
Museum and Art Gallery in Pannett Park,
and an important element in the setting
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Agreed – New Policy RMP23 to be included
along these lines.

Agreed – New Policy RMP23 to be included
along these lines

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Whitby Civic Society

Key site

Whitby Civic Society

Policies outside
of Conservation
Areas

Whitby Civic Society

Boundary walls

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Character Area
4A

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation
ofnour building. The site is open to
redevelopment or even overdevelopment.
Whether a new hospital or high density
housing the controls on design and layout
available in a conservation area could do
much to ensure an acceptable outcome..
The land on which the hospital, police
station, library and telephone exchange
stand should NOT be removed from the
Conservation Area. The land and
properties form an interesting area and the
land on which the buildings stand form a
quality site. The key argument is that this
land forms the link between the
Conservation Area 8 and Conservation
Area 4 and therefore fits the first criteria for
inclusion in a Conservation Area. .
Furthermore the policies in place to protect
against massive inappropriate development
on this site are not sufficient to protect
Whitby's adjacent Conservation Areas from
irreparable damage should this area be
removed from conservation area status.
This area contains walls which contribute to
the nature of the area and should be
protected
It is recommended no areas are excluded
e.g. 4A, but buildings that could be
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Agreed – see English Heritage comments.

Agreed – New Policy RMP23 to be included.

To be indentified on plan for retention.

Agreed – see English Heritage comments

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation
redeveloped are highlighted,

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Key Viewpoints

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Green areas
and trees

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Existing
buildings

David Green

Boundary
Deletion

Sandra Smith Esk
Terrace

Whitby Hospital
area

Page 38 – would recommend keeping this
area in the conservation area as critical as
a viewpoint and easily seen from all other
areas including the Abbey.
The green area behind the hospital and
around other buildings is also critical due to
the very small numbers of green areas in
Whitby, to encourage wildlife/plants, and for
local residents. Also noted tree
preservation order on some trees in this
area..
However I would agree that we should add
after the initial paragraph “the buildings
described have no architectural merit, and
any future developments should be
allowed, but more in keeping, blending in
with adjacent buildings and respecting the
historic integrity of the area
Suggests that deletions are restricted to
allow Bobbies Bank, Saranaha House and
the open space north of the Telephone
Exchange to remain in the Conservation
Area.
I think this area should be included in the
Conservation Area to protect the site from
unsuitable development if and when the
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Agreed – see English Heritage comments

The contribution of trees and open spaces to be
highlighted for retention.
Full TPO records to be investigated.

See English Heritage comments and new Policy
RMP23 to be included.

All to be retained

See English Heritage comments and new Policy
RMP23 to be included.

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation
current buildings are demolished and the
developers come in. There are too many
examples of unsuitable development in
Whitby and this large and important central
site must be protected.

CHARACTER AREA 5: GEORGIAN DEVELOPMENT ST HILDA’S TERRACE AND BAGDALE
Whitby Literary and
Philosophical Society

Removal of
wooded area to
rear of Bagdale

Whitby Civic Society

Removal of
Pannett Way
Gardens

Sue Morton

General
character
Victoria Spa

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Raise reservations about removal as the
Woodland serves to reduce the visual
effect of recent building in the area behind,
eg Pannet Way, provides wildlife habitat
and may be holding the ground together.
Believed to be subject of Tree Preservation
Order along with trees nearer hospital.
The area proposed for removal from
Conservation Area and described as back
gardens of Pannett Way is predominantly
land behind Broomfield Terrace. Please
consider amending the description as
people living adjacent to the site rear of
Broomfield Terrace should be aware of the
change.
Includes narrow twisting footpaths and
steps such as Union Road etc
Page 41 – Qualities of Buildings – is the
Victoria Spa, Bagdale, listed, if not list as
Local building of interest?
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Area to be retained within Conservation Area.
TPO’s to be investigated.

Area to be retained within Conservation Area

To be added
Not listed. Add as Non- Designated Heritage
Asset as referred in NPPF

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Rear of
Broomfield
Terrace

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Tree
Preservation
Orders
Negative factors

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

David Green Former
Area Planning Officer

Petrol Station

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation
Page 43 – I would recommend suitable bin To be added but implementation outside scope
storage /parking put in place to allow the
of this report.
Victoria Spa, Bagdale to be made into more
of a feature/visitor attraction”.
Page 43 - Are all the listed trees in this
Full TPO records to be investigated.
area logged and mapped?
Page 43 – I would recommend the
following is added/changed under
“Negative Factors”, Para 1 – “This land has
previously had permission for residential
development and is classed as an
opportunity site etc”, however I would
prefer to see it “maintained as a green
space, the existing house redeveloped or
replaced.
Suggests that the petrol filling station and
vehicle storage / parking area at junction of
Upgang Lane and Spring Vale has potential
for a redevelopment scheme.

Current status of planning permission to be
investigated along with amount of green space
retained.

Although identified as a negative space include
also as potential redevelopment site in Policy
RMP5 but with retention of attractive Edwardian
building.

CHARACTER AREA 6: VICTORIAN WEST CLIFF
Whitby Literary and
Philosophical Society

Removal of
See no clear case for removal as
Sorting Office on redevelopment likely with high density
Crescent
housing.
Avenue
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Retain within Conservation Area but if use
ceases identify as suitable for redevelopment in
character with area.

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Fire Station
retention

Whitby Civic Society

Extend Pannett
Park boundaries

English Heritage

Article 4
Directions

Whitby Civic Society

Character
Analysis

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Include original
Hudson Estate

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation
Page 45 - Recommend Fire Station tower
and mounting block retain as buildings of
local interest. Area should include sorting
office but again identify this building could
be redeveloped in the future.
The Character Area covering Pannett Park
should be extended to include the Post
Sorting Office, Fire Station, adjacent
development of prefabs in St Hilda's
Gardens and houses on Upgang Lane with
bottle windows.
Key streets within this character area would
benefit from the Application of Article 4
Directions to protect and enhance identified
character and significance.

The West Cliff Conservation Area excludes
much of the West Cliff Estate bought by
Hudson to build West Cliff. The Character
Area should be extended to include the
whole of the original West Cliff Estate to
include the Spa Complex and the
Metropole.
Page 45 - This area should be expanded
cover the original Hudson Estate and to
include at least the Metropole Hotel
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Retain in Conservation Area and assess as
features of Local Interest. (Now Non Designated
Heritage Assets)

Upgang Lane already included and others to be
retained in Character Area 6, Victorian West
Cliff.

Article 4 Direction already exists on the Victorian
West Cliff which covers alterations under Part 1
Class A Enlargement, improvement or other
alterations, Class H Satellite Dishes and Part 2
Minor Operations Class A over gates, fences,
walls and other means of enclosure. Greater
prominence in the text is required.
Not all meets the criteria for inclusion although
parts of the Hudson Estate Crescent worthy of
further investigation and new RMP25.

Although of distinctive design the Metropole
relates poorly to Whitby’s character. It is also an
out of character feature in distant views of

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Include original
Hudson Estate

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Include original
Hudson
Crescent

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Increase Area

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation
(Building of local interest) which is an iconic Whitby and should not be used as a precedent
building in this area, and the West Cliff
for further tall buildings.
Junior school (Building of local interest),
West Cliff Junior School and parts of the Hudson
Estate Crescent worthy of further investigation
and new RMP..
Page 45 - This area should be expanded
Although of distinctive design the Metropole
cover the original Hudson Estate and to
relates poorly to Whitby’s character. It is also an
include at least the Metropole Hotel
out of character feature in distant views of
(Building of local interest) which is an iconic Whitby and should not be used as a precedent
building in this area, and the West Cliff
for further tall buildings.
Junior school (Building of local interest),
West Cliff Junior School and parts of the Hudson
Estate Crescent worthy of further investigation
and new RMP..
Or extend as far as the road running to
To be investigated along with new RMP25
round to the Parade – We should be
following consultations with land owners.
looking to keep the whole area including
where it was originally planned to build the
Crescent as this would make an
outstanding feature if at any time it was
possible to complete.
Change area to include at least Aygyle
Does not meet the criteria for inclusion although
road, but include Metropole/West Cliff
parts of the Hudson Estate Crescent worthy of
school or take as far as Upgang
further investigation and new RMP.
Lane/White Point Road/North Promenade
as includes large area of green space, and
some interesting houses built in the 1900's,
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CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation
which could/should be listed for the future.

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Replacement
windows and
Dormers

Sue Morton

General
character

Whitby Civic Society

Well Close
Square

David Green

Car parking

David Green

Boundary
Extension

David Green Former
Area Planning Officer

Surfaces

Page 48 – “Negative Factors” –add in
“Replacement windows and dormers not in
keeping” – need clear requirements which
include Heritage style UPVC windows to
prevent cheap white plastic UPVC being
used.
Includes areas with a tight-knit, cheek-byjowl feel of differing building ages and
styles particularly in some of the alleys
leading off Flowergate and Skinner Street.
References to car parking in Well Close
Area do not seem appropriate. Parking is
very difficult for locals and holiday makers
and the difficulty to match people's needs
for parking with conservation requires
further consideration.
Unauthorised privately owned car park in
Well Close Square, subject to unsuccessful
enforcement notive in 2007, should be
terminated
Suggests extension to include the main
building of the West Cliff School in Church
Square.
Suggests stone cobbles on Clarence place
be noted as a "traditional / historic surface"
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To be added although controls limited to Article
4 Area only. Additional Article 4(2) controls to be
investigated

To be added.

Reference to be made more specific regarding
unauthorised car parking.

Include use of enforcement powers in RMP12.

To be investigated under new RMP25.

To be added.

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation

CHARACTER AREA 7: PROSPECT HILL / DOWN DINNER HILL / AIRY HILL
Mike and Valma Child
Flat 4 Airy Hill Manor

Include Airy Hill
Manor

John and Susie Draper
The Penthouse Airy
Hill Manor

Include Airy Hill
Manor

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Include Airy Hill
Manor and
Upper
Bauldbyes
Airy Hill Manor

David Green
Whitby Literary and
Philosophical Society
Whitby Literary and
Philosophical Society

Airy Hill Manor
Upper Bauldbys

Consider including St. Columban’s (Airy Hill
Manor) together with it’s grounds and
adjacent properties and the school playing
field to the north, This Grade 2* listed
property was described by Pevsner as the
most lavish Georgian house of Whitby. In
particular it is important to preserve the
drive which links the house with the Grade
2* listed entrance pillars, unencumbered by
any further building.
Consider including St. Columban’s (Airy Hill
Manor) together with it’s grounds and
adjacent properties and the school playing
field to the north. It has suffered over the
years and we wish the estate to be
protected for future generations.
Could include Airy Hill Manor, if not listed
under Fishburn area, also could extend
area to include Bauldbyes and other
buildings of interest to the left.
Suggests extension to include Airy Hill
Manor.
Surprised that Airy Hill Manor and the
adjoining wooded field not included.
Wonder why neither appraisal nor revision
considers Upper Bauldbyes and adjoining
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Include in Conservation Area.

Include in Conservation Area.

Airy Hill Manor to be Include in Conservation
Area. Others to be investigated further.

Include in Conservation Area
Include in Conservation Area up to A171 and
footbridge.
Upper Bauldbys is listed grade II, other features
are low key and are detached from Prospect Hill,

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation
fields, ancient trod and field formerly
occupied by allotments

Whitby Literary and
Philosophical Society

Character Area
7 Mayfield Road

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Extend to
include green
space

English Heritage

Garden
Grabbing

Wonder why neither appraisal nor revision
considers houses on north side of the
upper part of Prospect Hill, west of the
disused railway and bordering the
community collage, all from the interwar
period.
Can this be extended around the roads
Prospect Hill to New Bridge, then down via
the railway line and up Waterstead Lane,
again to include schools of no architectural
merit, but green spaces urgently needed in
Whitby, including one of the best view
points from the top of the foot path between
the New Bridge and St Hilda's School..
It was noted that a number of plots within
this area, particularly on Prospect Hill have
suffered from harmful “garden grabbing”
type development, and it is suggested that
an additional policy should be included in
the Management Plan to control this type of
development.
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Airy Hill Manor and its grounds. Possible
investigate further along with Mayfield Road
properties.
Whilst individual buildings have interesting
features they are detached from Prospect Hill
itself and those on Mayfield Road are much less
significant on approach to the town. Possible
investigate further.
Does not meet criteria for inclusion but likely to
be considered under Local Green Spaces.

Local Plan policy E6 applies but Whitby’s
topography can result in undue prominence of
garden development. Add a Garden
Development Policy, RMP 28.

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation

CHARACTER AREA 8: ESK TERRACE / FISHBURN PARK
Whitby Literary and
Philosophical Society

Fishburn Park

Whitby Town Council

Fishburn Park

Whitby Civic Society

Fishburn Park
and Bog Hall

Sandra Smith Esk
Terrace

Fishburn Park

This is a substantial Bye-Law housing
estate, visible from the harbour and
elsewhere, the only example in Whitby and
as far as we are aware the only example
within the Scarborough Borough area or
neighbouring boroughs. There has been
detrimental development which could be
mitigated given Conservation Area status.

Fishburn Park be included within the
Conservation Area.
Whitby Civic Society request the inclusion
of Fishburn Park and Bog Hall in
Conservation Area designations and ask if
this area or parts thereof are classified as
an excellent example of bye-law housing.
I am aware that Esk Terrace is included in
the proposed Conservation Area for
historical reasons. I feel strongly that
Fishburn Park – known locally as the
Railway – is also important. Fishburn Park
is a very good example of bye-law housing
built in the 1880s to house the navvies who
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The detrimental features, such as inappropriate
windows, doors and paved gardens are in the
main permitted development and Conservation
Area controls would not mitigate future adverse
changes. The present character and
appearance is bettered by many Bye-law
estates which exist nationally.
As such it does not meet the criteria for inclusion
although parts of Bagdale and surviving
unaltered buildings on Spring Hill Terrace worthy
of further investigation
As above
As above

As above

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

English Heritage

Fishburn Park
Character

David Green

Boundary
Extension

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation
built the railway.It would be a pity if
creeping dereliction and unsuitable
‘improvements’ destroyed the character of
the area and this would be more difficult in
Fishburn Park is in the Conservation Area.
The loss of front boundary walls or their
poor quality replacement, the loss of front
gardens and the formation of extensive
hard standings was noted on certain plots
Cleveland and Clive Terraces. It is noted
that the Management Plan addresses this
issue.
Suggests extension to include the lower
section of Waterstead Lane at Bog Hall.

Confirms officers view that not worthy of
inclusion.

To be investigated.

CHARACTER AREA 9: SPA PAVILION AND SURROUNDINGS
Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor
Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Extend
Character Area
Negative
Factors

extend to Golf Course as part of Cleveland
Way
I would recommend inclusion of Sunken
gardens – renovation required when funds
available. Limited planting on banks to
prevent soil erosion/bank slippage, also
area difficult to clear of litter behind
Pavilion. Walls to Pavilion in poor repair as
is drainage system below the Pavilion.
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No heritage features along this section of Cliffs.
To be added.

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation

CHARACTER AREA 10: SPITAL BRIDGE & WHITEHALL
George Dawson
Chairman Whitby Civic
Society

Calla Beck

Include the area of the Calla Beck
Sculpture trail within the conservation area
as it is considered of great value, contains
wood and stone sculptures and a nature
walk.

Whitby Civic Society

Character
Analysis

Whitby Civic Society

Character
Analysis

Whitby Town Council

Old Ropery

E Astin, Whitehall
Spital Bridge Ltd
Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Whitehall

The area of the Calla Beck Sculpture Park
should be included within the Spital Bridge
and Whitehall Conservation Area. This area
contributes to the Conservation Area as an
important open community space in a
similar way to the contribution made by
Pannett Park in Character Area 5.
The area of New Gardens should be
included in the same conservation area.
Inclusion of this area will assist with the
shortfall in balance on green spaces within
the character areas.
Extend to include the Old Ropery on
California Beck.
Include Ref to Whitehall refurbishment
project - Photos supplied.
Change this area to include New Spital
Bridge along Spital Bridge Road to the New
Bridge and include all the land to the river
not included in CA 3.

New Spital
Bridge
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Although the full extent of the trail is not known
Calla Beck is covered by Nature Protection
legislation as a Local Site of importance for
Nature Conservation. Not considered
appropriate for primarily "buildings" based
Conservation Area designation.
As above but has potential for inclusion in Local
Green Spaces..

Too divorced from study area

Little evidence of remains but potential
archaeology can be highlighted.
Noted. To be included.
Included

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Additional
Extension

Whitby Civic Society

Character
Analysis

Sue Morton Landscape General
Painter
character

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation
Extend area to include Larpool Hall and
Cemetery with many important buildings
and locations included.
Extend The Conservation Area from Green
Lane to Larpool Hall to include the
Cemetery and properties of interest.
As a landscape painter this includes
examples of the special character of the
town’s ‘tumbling’ roofscapes which
emphasise the town’s underlying
topography.

Extensive list of features to east also submitted
but mostly divorced from study area. Separate
area for future investigation.
As above

To be added.

CHARACTER AREA 11: HARBOUR AND ASSOCIATED LAND
Whitby Civic Society

Location and
setting

Whitby Civic Society

Character
Analysis
Council owned
car parks

David Green Former
Area Planning Officer

David Green Former
Area Planning Officer

Character Area
11 Endeavour
Wharf
Redevelopment

The Conservation area should be extended
to include the old viaduct and buildings
between the New Bridge and the viaduct.
Consider inclusion of the Battery Parade in
the Conservation Area
Council owned car parks should at least
equal the landscaping and boundary
treatments of the Co-operative
Supermarket site in Langborne Road.
The potential for redevelopment of
Endeavour Wharf for Leisure / hotel
purposes, perhaps in conjunction with
mooring of a historic ship at Doc End,
although previously controversial, should
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Divorced from study area with few buildings but
with archaeological interest. Separate area for
future investigation.
Already included
Identified as negative space in RMP 12

Possible consultations on new RMP 26 to
emphasise need for any redevelopment to relate
to riverside uses and be subject to a
development brief and substantial public
consultation.

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor
Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Character Area
11
Battery Parade
and Swing
Bridge

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Piers and other
harbourside
structures

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Large Parking
Areas

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation
not be ruled out by virtue of the Marina
being included in the enlarged
Conservation Area.
Should this not include the lower harbour,
piers, etc, as well?
Should Battery Parade be included in this
area? Add onto first Para “The east and
west banks are connected by the Swing
Bridge, the architectural aesthetics of the
bridge, with its elegant span and the
vernacular revival influenced control cabin
complete with its whimsical sunflower finial
is a good example of Edwardian design.
Include “Quality of Buildings” and add
Grade II listed piers – East, West, Fish,
Tate Hill, and West Pier lighthouse,
Pumping Station – Fish Pier, 2 Customs
Lookouts – Battery Parade, and Local
Interest Buildings - Whitby Swing Bridge,
forming an iconic focal point at the historic
heart of Whitby and externally appearing to
be little altered.
Need to add in – “Following English
Heritages comments re maintain the
amphitheatre look, and this archaeological
important area, the Harbour Board need to
take an holistic approach to the future of
this area including long term
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Included but map unclear and to be added
Both to be added

To be added

An additional RMP26 to be added following
consultation with Harbour Board and land
owners.

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Character Area
/ Issue

Street Furniture

Sue Morton Landscape General
Painter
character

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation
redevelopment plans, as at present this is
classed as a poor public realm.”
Negative Factors – poor general
To be added
maintenance in this area including street
furniture”. “Key views from all points, and in
particular the swing bridge forms an iconic
focal point at the heart of Whitby.
As a landscape painter, may I make one or To be added
two slight additions of things which make
Whitby so interesting for me. Other than the
Harbour itself which is unique:
• The demolition of the Customs shed
has re-opened vastly improved views to
the harbour and of Endeavour Wharf
• The iconic swing bridge
• The railway line running alongside the
river

ISSUES AFFECTING THE CHARACTER OF THE CONSERVATION AREA
Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Missing Issues

Page 64 – Need to add in “(v) Shop Fronts,
and (vi) Listed Buildings.” Need to correct
following sections to give correct
numbering/headings.
Section (iii) The Increasing Popularity of
Whitby for Visitors” – no details included in
text, would suggest including “Increasing
numbers of visitors led to massive increase
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To be added.

Similar text to be added with focus on impacts
on Conservation Area character as mostly
outside scope of this document..

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Whitby Civic Society

Whitby Civic Society

Character Area
/ Issue

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation

in holiday properties/second homes/large
house conversions into apartments, leaving
some areas particularly yards empty for
long periods, causing deteriorations in
properties and external surroundings.
Increased cafe bar/take-out culture leading
to increased rubbish, dog fouling,
vermin/gull issues, street signage (aboards, wall signs etc), buskers etc. Also
increased car/foot traffic.
Shop Front
Whitby Civic Society welcome the
Policy
comments on shop frontages and request
adoption of a strong policy that all
replacement shop fronts in Conservation
Areas should be of appropriate design. We
also point out that there are interesting
shop fronts in side streets which can be
used as an example of good design.
Buildings at Risk Add the "Old Youth Hostel" and the "Old
Town Hall" as at risk

Expand Policy and illustrations for Policy RMP9.

To be assessed and added, possibly as
“Vulnerable”

MANAGEMENT PROPOSALS
Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Additional areas

Amend RMP 1 to include
• West Cliff – the whole of the Hudson
Estate or Include area enclosed up to
the Parade.
• Spa & Associate gardens to boundary
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Abbey Plain to be extended but others either too
detached from Town Centre or subject to further
investigation. (See individual Character Areas
for other comments)

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation
road to golf course.
• Fishburn Park including listed buildings
on Waterstead Lane and Airy Hill
Manor. Whitehall landing from Green
Lane to New Bridge, if not including
• Larpool side include details of listed
items outside this boundary.
• Abbey Plain - take boundary to end of
fields near Green Lane centre.
Do not delete any areas, but where
necessary state buildings in these areas
would be considered for redevelopment,

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Management
Proposals

Long term how will all SBC/NYCC
departments ensure this appraisal will be
consulted and auctioned as appropriate?

English Heritage

Street name
signs:

A significant number of streets appeared
not to have street signs, and a variety of
different designs were employed. The
Highway Authority should be encouraged to
address this. Individual Character Areas
could have bespoke designs employed to
highlight their distinctive character.
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The document provides guidance for the public,
applicants, agents and other agencies. It is a
material consideration in coming to decisions on
planning and other applications. It will also be
made available on the Council's web site and
referred to in subsequent feedback and
consultation letters..
Possible area for further investigation but care
needs to be taken that original signage is not
lost in “badging” exercise.

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation

English Heritage

Street light units: It was noted that there a large variety of
lighting unit design deployed throughout the
conservation area. It is suggested that a
more co-ordinated approach should be
taken to the specification of new and
replacement lighting units, both through the
Management Plan and with the agreement
of the Highway Authority.
Joyce Stangoe, Whitby New
Large new developments should
Town Councillor
Development
incorporate alleys, flying freeholds, etc. to
preserve the burgage plot layout and offer
glimpses of wider vistas in this intensively
developed area.
Sue Morton Landscape Negative factors Street furniture is the worst offender, but as
Painter
a painter, I would add that wheelie bins
without adequate storage facilities are a
real eyesore too!
Add to RMP5 list “Hospital (although prefer to
Joyce Stangoe, Whitby Development
keep NHS hospital), telephone exchange,
Town Councillor
opportunities

Consultation with relevant bodies would be an
area for further investigation.

To be added

To be added to Policies RMP6 and RMP7.

To be added to RMP5 but more detail to be
contained in New Hospital Policy RMP23

Library, police station, garage on Wellington
Road/Station Square.

David Green Former
Area Planning Officer

Policy RMP12
and Council
owned Car
Parking

NYCC Historic
Environment Team
Leader

RMP20
Archaeology

Recommended Management Policy
RMP12 should be strengthened to give a
commitment to introduce a programme of
landscaping and improved boundary
treatments.
Revise and expand in terms of the National
Planning Policy Framework included the
benefits of pre-application enquiry and the
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Consultation with relevant bodies to be added to
RMP12.

Noted. Additional paragraphs to this effect will
be inserted

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Baxtergate
Heritage Study
re Poor ground
conditions

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Baxtergate
Heritage Study
re design

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Improve access

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation
need for sufficient archaeological data to be
presented with an application to understand
the archaeological significance of the
development site.
RMP4 – would recommend Baxtergate
Heritage Study comments on new /
redevelopments are included – “ Specialist
ground engineering reports (and movement
monitoring of sensitive historic buildings)
should be required before planning
permission is approved for redevelopment
works – particularly those involving piledriving and/or those which could cause
alterations to the water table.
To blend with the historic area, new
buildings should incorporate some of the
characteristic features of the area, such as
stone gabling and shaped kneelers,
traditional dormers, varied rooflines - and
chimneys.
Given the dangerously poor and constricted
access to some residential properties
above shops (e.g. Clarence House) any
adjacent new development should be
required to improve access to the
neighbouring properties, particularly in
respect of access for the disabled and for
the emergency services.
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Include as new policy RMP27 as such technical
problems affect many areas of former harbour
as well as cliffs.

Add to Policy RMP4.

Include as issue in RMP4 but largely covered by
other bodies.

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

David Green Former
Area Planning Officer

Recommended
Policy RMP5

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Heritage
standard UPVC

English Heritage

Alterations to
existing
buildings - b)
Dormer windows

Whitby Civic Society

Shop front host
buildings

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation
Suggests that the petrol filling station and
vehicle storage / parking area at junction of
Upgang Lane and Spring Vale has potential
for a redevelopment scheme.
Page 80 – add to end of Para headed (a)
Windows & Doors “.... materials, or to
Heritage standard UPVC standard and
Quality”

Although identified as a negative space include
as potential redevelopment site but with
retention of attractive Edwardian building.
No blanket guidance possible but Window
Replacement Policy permits UPVC in
Conservation Areas where some enhancement
occurs such as when non traditional windows
are replaced or not when visible at rear of
properties.
To be added.

It is suggested that this paragraph should
be amended to read as follows: “In some
cases, where the design of the existing
dormer is complimentary to the character of
the property, it may be possible to insert an
additional dormerRThis implies a
roofscape assessment is required, similar
to the Shop Front Qualities assessment.
Whitby Civic Society suggest that the
To be added to Policies RMP4 and RMP9.
Conservation Plan should highlight the
consideration of the whole building when
considering Shop Fronts
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Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation

MAP ANNEX
Terence Wilkinson
Pannett Way

NYCC Historic
Environment Team
Leader

NYCC Historic
Environment Team
Leader

English Heritage

English Heritage
Whitby Civic Society

Map Annex

Whilst I have no objections to the changes I
do feel that the use of a map which is well
over 30 years out dated, does really
confuse any issues which might arise.
Map 1 - Areas of Should be reviewed in light of current
archaeological
archaeological understanding and the
importance for
National Planning Policy Framework.
Development
Management
purposes
Historic
North Yorkshire Historic Environment
Landscape Map Records (HER) including monument and
6
event records and historic landscape
characterisation (HLC) records should be
explained in text and how they may be
used/accessed via North Yorkshire County
Council.
General
The detailed Character Area maps within
the appendices should have both numbers
and names within the title.
General
Key views into, from and within Character
Areas should be identified.
Trees
We note that there are stands of trees that
are not mentioned within the Conservation
Area document. Please review the
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The base maps are the latest provided by the
Ordanance Survey, will be updated to the
September 2013 but a manual check, although
resource intensive, will need to be made.
Noted. An area of future work to be investigated.

Noted. Additional paragraphs to this effect will
be inserted

To be added

To be added
To be added.

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation
Conservation Area documentation to
identify where stands of trees contribute to
the Character Areas.

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor
Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

TPO Trees

Who maintains list of preserved trees in the
Whitby area, and where can it be found?

A4 Map quality

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Map Annex

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Map Annex

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Map Annex

Whitby Civic Society

Character
Analysis

Maps for these areas are very difficult to
read on web pages/A4 print outs, would
have liked to have seen clear maps
displayed in Library/TIC/WTC offices to
allow adequate comment, can final copies
be placed in all/some of these locations?
Perhaps the Conservation Appraisal is
overcomplicated making it more difficult to
implement recommendations, and one
overall boundary should be drawn, but with
the more detailed Character Areas retained
to highlight the key issues in each area.
It is also noted the boundaries described do
not always link up or are not clearly defined
by roads or boundary walls, and some
improvements are required and that all
category areas link with no gaps
An overall map of the parish should
indicate all listed building and trees to
ensure no detrimental planning takes place
involving any of these buildings/trees.
All flag footpaths should be incorporated as
Conservation Area.
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Scarborough Borough Council. Kept at
Scarborough Town Hall Offices.
Coloured maps were made available in Tourist
Information Centre. Final copies to be deposited
with Whitby Town Council, Whitby Museum,
Whitby Civic Society and in Library subject to
caveate that fully up to date copies are available
on Council Web Site.
A statutory designation map with simple
boundary is proposed at Annex 1

All plans to be checked for accuracy and
consistency.

Beyond the scope of this document but English
Heritage web site covers all listed buildings and
the Council holds all other records.
A survey of significant surface finishes is

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Derek Green,
Conservation Officer

Character Area
/ Issue
Materials Map

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation
A Materials Map is required as normal on
Scarborough Borough Council
Conservation Area Appriasals.

To be added.

TECHNICAL ANNEX
Whitby Town Council

Technical Annex Concern at inaccuracies on the English
1
Heritage site which need to be amended.
Listing Errors
Many Listing Errors which omit settings of
important buildings

Clarification sought from Town Council as to
what inaccuracies identified.
Listing is an English Heritage responsibility and
cannot cover settings however clarification has
been sought as to whether any of the errors
been pointed out to English Heritage? If not then
all Listed Buildings can be accessed on the
English Heritage Web site where a minor
amendments procedure exists for reporting such
errors;

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

Listed Buildings

Maps to be updated but see above and note that
errors being collated at by Town Council.

David Green

Listed Buildings

David Green Former
Area Planning Officer

Local Interest
Buildings (Now

Whitby Literary and
Philosophical Society

Recommend all buildings listed and logged
on maps even if outside area. Also noted
that details on English Heritage web site
are not always correct with regard to
address etc as list done in haste in 1970’s
– much could be added, and maybe a
discussion point for moving forward.
Twelve listed buildings are noted as not
marked on the appraisal maps .
Other buildings of equal merit are
suggested at 4 and 5 Grape Lane, 5 and 12
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All to be added.
To be assessed and added where reasonable.

CONSULTATIONS ANNEX 2
Name / Address

Character Area
/ Issue

Comments made
Officer comments / Recommendation

Joyce Stangoe, Whitby
Town Councillor

renamed Non
New Way Ghaut, Church Street, 1 Oystons
Designated
Yard Flowergate, 1 Bake House Yard,
Heritage Assets) Haggersgate, 6 Well Close Square, 4
Newton Street.
Local Interest
Would like to see old Metropole Hotel,
Buildings
West Cliff added.

Whitby Literary and
Philosophical Society

Address
corrections

Four properties on Downdinner Hill are
actually addressed as Prospect Hill
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Although of distinctive design the Metropole
relates poorly to Whitby’s character. It is also an
out of character feature in distant views of
Whitby and should not be used as a precedent
for further tall buildings.
To be corrected

PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT UPDATE 2013

ANNEX 3

Designation of Conservation Areas takes place under the provisions of
Section 69 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act
1990. A Conservation Area is defined as “an Area of Special Architectural or
Historic Interest, the character or appearance of which it is desirable to
preserve or enhance”. It is the quality and interest of an area, rather than that
of individual buildings, which is the prime consideration in identifying a
Conservation Area.
Section 71 of the same Act requires Local Planning Authorities to formulate
and publish proposals for the preservation and enhancement of any parts of
their area that are designated as Conservation Areas. Section 72 specifies
that, in making a decision on an application for development in a
Conservation Area, special attention shall be paid to the desirability of
preserving or enhancing the character and appearance of that area.
This document should be read in conjunction with the National Planning
Policy Framework which came into effect in March 2012. The relevant
paragraphs of the NPPF are:Paragraph 17 states
Within the overarching roles that the planning system ought to play, a set of
core land-use planning principles should underpin both plan-making and
decision-taking. These 12 principles are that planning should (inter alia):
● conserve heritage assets in a manner appropriate to their significance, so
that they can be enjoyed for their contribution to the quality of life of this and
future generations
Paragraph 127 states:When considering the designation of conservation areas, local planning
authorities should ensure that an area justifies such status because of its
special architectural or historic interest, and that the concept of conservation
is not devalued through the designation of areas that lack special interest
Paragraph 169 states;Local planning authorities should have up-to-date evidence about the historic
environment in their area and use it to assess the significance of heritage
assets and the contribution they make to their environment. They should also
use it to predict the likelihood that currently unidentified heritage assets,
particularly sites of historic and archaeological interest, will be discovered in
the future. Local planning authorities should either maintain or have access to
a historic environment record

English Heritage Guidance
During consultations on this Appraisal English Heritage indicated that the
Companion Guide to PPS5, Planning for the Historic Environment, still
remains relevant and that applicants and developers should have regard to
this. Regard should also be given to recent English Heritage Publications and
links;
•

Understanding Place: Conservation Area Designation, Appraisals
and Management Plans.

http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/publications/understanding-placeconservation-area
•

A companion document which compares the National Planning
Policy Framework policies to those in PPS5.

•

A companion document which gives information on additional
policies in the National Planning Policy Framework which are not
mentioned in the PPS5.

both at;
http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/professional/advice/governmentplanning-policy/national-planning-policy-framework

Other Guidance
Draft National Planning Policy Guidance as at December 2013 is currently out
for consultation. This will replace that within the Companion Guide to PPS5
and applicants and developers should also have regard to this which will carry
greater weight.
http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/
Until the new National Planning Policy Guidance is formally confirmed it is has
not been practicable to redraft all the documents associated with the
Conservation Area Character Appraisal. .

Local Planning Policy
This appraisal provides a basis on which applications for development within
the area can be assessed. The wider Development Plan Policy Framework
produced by Scarborough Borough Council provides the context for this
document. That policy is set out in a number of documents :-

Scarborough Borough Local Plan, adopted in April 1999, provides a number
of policies on Conservation Areas. Work is underway to replace the Local
Plan, and new policies relevant to Conservation Areas will be prepared, but
the following Local Plan policies relevant to the conservation area will be
‘saved’ for the time being :E1 - Protection of open countryside
E6 - Protection of Open Space
E12 – Design of New Development
E14 - Extensions and Alterations
E23 - Detailing in Conservation Areas
E27 – The Protection of Significant Views
E34 – Security Shutters
E39 Development affecting Hedgerows and Trees
H3 - Small Scale/Infill Housing Development
H12 - Conversion and Sub-Division of Buildings for Residential Use
H17 – The Conversion of Rural Buildings to Residential Use
S14 – Shop Fronts
These policies are backed up by the following published policy and guidance
leaflets and booklets :Period Doors
Sash Windows
Listed Buildings
Architectural Ironwork
Window Replacement Policy
Shopfront Policy and design Guidance
Shopfronts, Adverts and Signs
Shopfront Security
The Borough Council is in the process of preparing a new Local Plan which
will eventually replace those of the 1999 Plan. This appraisal will inform the
use of any future Local Plan policies, and will also be taken into account in the
assessment of particular sites/redevelopment opportunities that are
considered through the Local Plan process

